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“My name is Book and I’ll tell you the story of my life.” Nonfiction like you’ve 
never read it before! Quirky and humorous, part poetry, part reflection, this is 
the story of the book told by none other than Book himself! This extraordinary 
character begins by reminding us of his origins in oral story and clay tablets, 
then ponders on papyrus, parchment and paper, and on being a scroll who 
finally gets a spine. We see him lovingly illuminated by monks in medieval 
monasteries, then witness the massive changes brought about by the invention 
of the printing press, and the coming of paperbacks and e-books in the 20th 
century. But Book’s not a straightforwardly chronological chap; he can’t help 
musing—and his musings, whether they’re on the evolution of the alphabet, 
libraries, book-burning or blurbs, are delightful and thought-provoking.
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Tobi thinks that old people are very boring. One day during the summer, when 
all of his friends are gone on vacation and he is playing alone, his ball lands right 
where Mr. Cabra is sitting. This meeting allows Tobi to get to know exciting and 
incredible stories that some of his elderly neighbors experienced when they were 
young. From that moment on, his opinion about elderly people changes forever. 
A fun story about the relationship between different generations, which invites 
the reader to pay more attention to—and value the experiences of—their elders.
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